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Abstract 
Purpose of review 

 

 Gait disorders and balance impairments are 
one of the most incapacitating symptoms of 
Parkinson's disease 

 

 Here, we discuss the latest findings regarding 
epidemiology, assessment, pathophysiology 
and treatment of gait and balance impairments 
in Parkinson's disease 



 Recent findings 
 

 The high rate and high risk of falls of patients with Parkinson's 
disease  

 Therefore, it is crucial to detect patients who are at risk of falling 
and how to prevent falls  

 Difficulty turning may be caused by  

 axial rigidity 

 affected interlimb coordination  

 asymmetries  

 Easily assessed by timed performance and the number of steps 
during a turn  

 The high incidence of falls  

 Impaired sensorimotor integration 

 Inability of switching between sensory modalities 

 Lack of compensatory stepping 

 

 Similarly, various studies highlighted that pharmacotherapy, 
neurosurgery and physiotherapy may adversely affect balance 
and gait in Parkinson's disease 



Introduction 
 

 Parkinson's disease is an incapacitating disease that 
negatively affects the quality of life for many reasons, 
not the least of which is the presence of axial 
disability (gait disorders, balance impairment, falls 
and fall-related injuries) 

 

 Here, we review recent clinical and fundamental 
studies dealing with gait, balance and falls in 
Parkinson's disease, covering approximately the 
period of January 2006 until February 2008 



 Overview of the epidemiology and clinical significance 

 Recommendations on clinical assessment techniques 

 New pathophysiological insights 

 Asymmetries in axial motor control 

 Impaired sensorimotor integration 

 Also highlight developments in the field of 

neuroimaging 

 Treatment issues  

 Drug treatment 

 Deep brain stimulation [in particular pedunculopontine 

nucleus (PPN) stimulation] 

 Physiotherapy 

 Providing recommendations for future research 



Epidemiology 

 

Prevalence and clinical impact 

Risk factors and predictors 



Prevalence and clinical impact 

 A recent meta-analysis addressed this by 
pooling the results of six independent 
prospective studies of falling in Parkinson's 
disease 

 Included 473 patients 

 3-month fall rate : 46% (95% confidence 
interval (CI): 38-54%) 

 Interestingly, even among patients without 
prior falls, this fall rate was substantial (21%, 
12-35%) 



Sydney multicenter study 
 

 136 newly diagnosed patients  

 Followed for 20 years 

 Of the 36 survivors,  
 87% : falls  

 35% : sustained fractures 

 

 These falls occurred despite maximal treatment 
with levodopa 
 Axial disability in late stage Parkinson's disease is largely 

dopa-resistant (likely due to extranigral and non-
dopaminergic brain lesions) 



 



 The high risk of fractures  

 Also demonstrated in a large case-control study 

 Showed that patients with parkinsonism (not just 

Parkinson's disease) had a more than two-fold increased 

risk of sustaining any fall-related fracture 

 

 Levodopa was paradoxically associated with an increased 

overall risk of fractures, especially hip fractures 

 Levodopa caused adverse effects that predisposed patients to 

falls 

 Violent dyskinesias 

 Drug-induced orthostatic hypotension 

 More  mobile  more prone to fall 

 Indeed, fall rates tend to taper with disease progression, likely 

because patients become increasingly immobilized and thereby 

'protect' themselves from further falls 



 ‘Episodic' gait disorders are particularly incapacitating 
because patients cannot easily adjust their behavior to 
these paroxysmal walking problems 

 

 Freezing of gait (FOG)  
 Unable to start walking or - while walking - suddenly fail 

to continue moving forward 

 Because of this sudden and unpredictable nature, FOG is 
an important cause of falls and injurie 

 Independently associated with a decreased quality of life 



Risk factors and predictors 
 

 The best predictor of falling  
 two or more falls in the previous year (which is 

unsatisfactory as predictor because patients have already 
begun falling), and even this had a relatively modest 
predictive ability (sensitivity only 68%; specificity acceptable 
at 81%) 

 
 Interestingly, among prior non-fallers, fear of falling had a 

moderate sensitivity in predicting falls 
 
 Fear of falling can be evaluated using the Activities-specific 

Balance Confidence (ABC) scale 
 Fear of falling was also associated with prior falls in another 

study 



 The strongest determinants of falls  

 Impaired ambulation 

 Impaired lower-limb motor planning  

 Orthostasis  

 

 Autonomic instability was one of the few factors 

that independently predicted the time to the first 

fall 



Clinical and quantitative 

assessment of axial disability 

 Methods to assess gait, FOG, postural 

instability and balance confidence (Table 1) 

 

 Note that three studies focused on predicting 

falls in Parkinson's disease 

 



 



Pathophysiology 

 Patients with Parkinson's disease often have difficulty 

turning around, not only while lying recumbent in bed, but 

also while standing upright 

 

 These turning problems have great clinical relevance 

because of the relation with FOG and hip fractures 

 

 Helpful to have simple tools to detect turning difficulties 

 Simply a timed performance and counting the number of 

steps during a 180 degree axial turn : patients with 

Parkinson's disease require more steps and also turn 

slower than controls 

• Turning 



 Turning problems may result from  
 Inability to adequately maintain an inter-limb coordination 
 

 Axial 'stiffness'  
 Loss of inter-segmental flexibility 
 

 
 Importantly, levodopa gave no improvement 

 Axial disability is largely dopa-resistant 
 unlike the 'appendicular' movements (hand control), which 

appear to be controlled by separate dopaminergic neural 
systems 

 



•Orthostatic myoclonus 

 A new factor that may contribute to postural instability 
was identified in 11 patients with Parkinson's disease 
with unexplained unsteadiness 

 

 Polygraphic recordings, including surface 
electromyography (EMG), showed an orthostatic tremor 
of varying frequency (ranging from 4 to 18 Hz) in eight 
patients and, interestingly, a hitherto undiscovered 
orthostatic myoclonus in the remaining three patients 

 

 Patients with fast tremor improved on clonazepam, 
whereas patients with slow tremor or myoclonus 
improved on levodopa, and sometimes benefited further 
when clonazepam was added 



•  Asymmetries in gait and posture 

 

 By definition, Parkinson’s disease is an asymmetrical 
disease 

 Asymmetries in gait are also an inherent symptom of 
early stage Parkinson's disease, and not merely a side 
effect of medication or a late disease complication 



• Cognitive influences on gait and balance 

 Walking and standing are not purely automatic tasks, 
regulated by subcortical control mechanisms and 
requiring little if any conscious attention 

 

 Gait is now increasingly seen as a complex 'higher-order' 
form of motor behavior, with prominent and varied 
influences of mental processes 

 

 Patients with Parkinson's disease are unable to deal with 
multiple tasks simultaneously  

 The central processing abilities have become too 
limited  

 Patients fail to properly prioritize their balance control 
over other, less important secondary tasks, placing 
patients at a higher risk of falling 



• Sensorimotor integration 

 Most investigators would regard postural instability as 

being caused by disturbed motor programing of postural 

corrections within the basal ganglia ('efferent' deficit) 

 

 However, this view has been challenged by 

observations that some motor deficits in Parkinson's 

disease are at least partially due to central 

proprioceptive disturbances ('afferent' deficit) 

 

 Difficulty in changing between different sensory 

modalities - an ability that is much needed in everyday 

life with its constantly changing environment 



 

 Such somatosensory deficits may produce an 

abnormally constructed body scheme and explain, for 

example, the stooped posture of patients with 

Parkinson's disease, of which they are often  

sbjectively unaware 



• Compensatory stepping 
 When equilibrium is truly jeopardized, there are two crucial balance 

correcting strategies to prevent patients from falling  
 Stretching out the arms  
 Compensatory steps 

 

 Patients with Parkinson's disease have difficulties initiating a 
compensatory step 
 

 Due to impairment of anticipatory postural adjustments (a 
lateral weight shift is normally required to allow for a 
contralateral limb swing) 

 

 
 

 Visual inputs may ameliorate compensatory stepping 
 Patients with Parkinson's disease took longer steps when a 

visual target was provided, but performance deteriorated when 
participants were unable to see their legs 

 

 These results underscore the importance of visual feedback to 
compensate for motor disabilities in Parkinson's disease 



•  Neuroimaging 

Structural and functional neuroimaging are 

used increasingly to better understand the 

pathophysiology associated with gait and 

balance impairment in Parkinson's disease 

 

MRI - axial deficits were related to increases 

in ventricular volume in Parkinson's disease 



 
 One study used N-isopropyl-p[123 I] iodoamphetamine 

single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) 
to compare cerebral blood flow between patients with 
either the 'tremor-dominant’ subtype or the 'postural 
instability and gait difficulty (PIGD)' subtype of 
Parkinson's disease 

 PIGD group -  hypoperfusion in the anterior 
cingulate cortex and primary visual cortex 



 The  relation between FOG and using 2-deoxy-
2[18F]fluoro-D-glucose-PET (FDG-PET) and  18[F]-6-
fluoro-levodopa (FDOPA)-PET was measured in 
patients with Parkinson's disease with and without 
FOG 
 FDG-PET - to measure striatal glucose uptake 

 FDOPA-PET - to measure striatal decarboxylase activity 

 In patients with FOG 
 Lower putaminal FDOPA uptake with increased FDG 

uptake  

 Caudate uptake of both FOG and FOOPA was 
reduced 

 Decreased FDG uptake in the parietal cortices 



Treatment 

Pharmacotherapy 

Stereotactic neurosurgery 

Physiotherapy 



• Pharmacotherapy 
 Although the proportion of 'mid-line' motor disability 

increases with time, these deficits do not become  
unresponsive to levodopa 

 

 ELLOOPA study 
 A placebo-controlled trial comparing various doses of 

levodopa  

 FOG was most common in the placebo group and 
low-dose levodopa group, compared with groups 
taking higher levodopa dosages 

 Levodopa may also adversely affect gait or balance 
control 

  perhaps due to drug-induced dyskinesias 

 Neuroleptics : an increased risk of sustaining any fall-
related fracture 



 Methylphenidate  

 Traditionally used to combat attention-deficit-

hyperactivity disorder(ADHD) 

 Decrease fall risks in community dwelling older 

adults 

 

 By increasing availability of striatal dopamine  

 By improving attention 



• Stereotactic neurosurgery 

 Bilateral subthalamic nucleus (STN) stimulation is an 
effective treatment for Parkinson's disease, especially 
for appendicular symptoms that responded well to 
levodopa preoperatively 

 However, the effects of STN stimulation on axial motor 
signs remain debatable 

 

 



 There are increasing concerns that deep brain 
stimulation may worsen axial mobility, sometimes as 
an immediate adverse effect of surgery, but also as a 
long-term complication 

 

 After a 3-year follow-up of 36 patients with 
Parkinson's disease, STN stimulation had 
improved the United Parkinson's Disease Rating 
Scale (UPDRS) motor score by 54.2% and gait 
scores by 45.3%, but dopa-unresponsive axial 
signs had worsened in some patients 

 Gait changes after STN stimulation - gait improved 
in half, but worsened in the others 

 Another example is that the development of new 
gait and balance deficits several years after 
surgery, even in the face of persistent beneficial 
effects on appendicular motor control 



 It is impossible to draw overriding conclusions 

because of the differences in surgical 

techniques, candidates selceted for surgery and 

outcome measures used 

 



• Physiotherapy 

 

 Cueing  

 Exercise  

 

 



•  Cueing 

 Can improve gait using external cue 

 

 RESCUE trial 

 examined the effect of a 3-week training program, 
featuring three rhythmic cueing modalities 

            :  visual, auditory or tactile 

 small but significant improvements were found for 
clinical gait and balance scores, for FOG severity 
(among freezers), for gait speed and step length, 
and for timed balance tests 



 If one wants to implement cueing as treatment into 
clinical practice, knowing whether beneficial 
effects persist after training has ended is crucially 
important 

 

 Improvements in gait after rhythmic auditory 
stimulation persisted at 2 and 15 min after actual 
cueing 

 

 However, in the RESCUE trial, the observed 
improvements were no longer present in the non-
cued situation 6 weeks after training 



 Adverse effects 

 one study showed that rhythmic auditory stimulation 
can differentially affect freezers and nonfreezers 
- increases in step length for nonfreezers 

- but produced the opposite effect for freezers 

 Another study showed that visual cueing may also 
adversely affect gait, depending on disease severity 

 Falls may paradoxically increase  
 simply because mobility improves 

 also because the cueing may distract patients from paying 
attention to environmental hazards 

 

 Therefore, cueing should not be prescribed as a 'one 
size fits all' treatment, but should be carefully tailored to 
specific factors such as disease severity and individual 
symptomatology 



• Exercise 
 Overall, physical functioning, balance, gait speed, 

strength and health-related quality of life improve for 
people with Parkinson's disease after a physical 
exercise intervention 
 

 Exercise therapy may also lead to a reduction in FOG 
 

 Exercise may be helpful in improving motor function in 
people with Parkinson's disease 
 

 But, there is insufficient evidence to support (or refute) 
that physical exercise is beneficial for reducing falls or 
depression 
 

 However, recurrent near-falls were decreased in the 
intervention group, and either with longer follow-up, a 
more intensive intervention or prolonged treatment this 
may eventually translate into fewer actual falls and 
injuries 



 Treadmill training  
 may be one way to safely exercise patients with 

Parkinson's disease;  
 because supervision is present  

 because a safety harness can prevent actual falls 

 Treadmill training can improve gait in Parkinson's 
disease 

 Dancing 

 Motor imagery 
 Engaged  previously to promote recovery of stroke 

patients 

 The combined treatment group (using motor imagery) 
showed the greatest improvement than control group 
(physical exercise alone) 



• Guidelines 

 In 2007, evidence-based guidelines of physiotherapy for 
Parkinson's disease were published  

 Including definitions of the core treatment goals for 
physiotherapy (transfers, posture, reaching and 
grasping, balance, gait, and physical capacity), as well 
as menus of treatment strategies tailored to each of 
these domains 

 

 Specific recommendations included 

 Cueing strategies : improve gait 

 Cognitive movement strategies : improve transfers 

 Exercises : improve balance 

 Training of joint mobility and muscle power : improve 
physical capacity 



Conclusion 
 The field of axial mobility deficits in PD  

 Continues to advance at a rapid pace 
 Significant progress both at … 

 At the fundamental level (improved insights into the 
complex, multifactorial causes of falls, gait and balance 
impairment)  

 At the clinical level (with large scale trials) 
 

 Key targets for new research include  
 Development of reliable and sensitive outcome measures 

(sufficiently feasible for widespread application) 
 Development of improved treatment strategies 

 Pharmacotherapy : aimed at more than just dopaminergic 
motor circuitries)  

 Stereotactic surgery : optimizing STN stimulation and 
defining new targets such as the PPN 

 Physiotherapy  



 A particular challenge will be to combine these 
insights into a comprehensive multifactorial 
approach aimed to prevent falls, not only 
among those who have already presented with 
falls, but also among prior nonfallers 
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